VISIT THE CREATIVE PORTS ONLINE PLATFORM

Creative Ports Online Platform is the home of exchange and learning for Cultural and Creative industries in the Baltic Sea Region. The Platform offers peer-to-peer learning, CCI news & activities and tools for internationalisation. The Platform also provides an overview of the CCI in Baltic Sea Region to create cooperation possibilities in the industry throughout the region.

If you:
• work for a CCI support organisation, intermediary or incubator
• work for a public authority or organisation relevant to CCI
• need better tools and support for internationalisation
• want to utilise good practices and data on CCI in the Baltic Sea Region
• are eager to be part of the CCI network
...you should find your way to creativeports.eu!

Creative Ports project is part of the Interreg Baltic Sea Region Programme, funded by the EU.

The Creative Ports Online Portal: creativeports.eu

Want to know more or cooperate with Creative Ports? Contact Lari:
lari.siren@goethe.de
Creative Ports brings together the cultural and creative industries in the Baltic Sea Region. With the use of improved analysis and by learning from each other the project maximises the unused potential of CCI internationalisation. Fourteen Partners from eight different countries will work jointly to empower the CCI intermediaries in the region.

**Joining forces**

The Baltic Sea Region provides an ideal model on how an economy based on knowledge and innovation can be developed. The region has a rich creative industries sector, characterised by strong and diverse national and regional cultures. Yet it has not fully exploited its export opportunities and potential for transnational cooperation.

#Learning on internationalisation through regional collaboration in the Baltic Sea Region

Thus, Creative Ports aims to improve and encourage collaboration between the actors in the Baltic Sea Region and to further develop strategies and processes around international co-operation. Tools for internationalising the CCI actors, such as joint fair visits or incubating programs, are shared and piloted by the partners all over the Baltic Sea Region. These processes are then documented and made available for all on the Creative Ports Online Platform.

**THE PARTNER ORGANISATIONS WORK WITH LOCAL CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ACTORS AND SMEs. CREATIVE PORTS WILL FACILITATE THEIR TRANSNATIONAL COOPERATION.**

The results of the collaboration and strategy sessions will be documented via the publicly accessible platform. On the platform, Creative Ports will provide learning modules to share lessons learned from the co-operation activities.